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25”

#3071 SPEAKER POD#3071 SPEAKER POD

- can also be used as an arm rest 
  (has no hand pull cup) 
- fits our new 51/4” speaker 
  grille (#2061)
- grilles sold separately 

- can also be used as an arm rest 
  (has no hand pull cup) 
- fits our new 5 ” speaker 
  grille (#2061)
- grilles sold separately 
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- For 61/2” speakers with 
  up to 71/4” grille (#2060)
- Extra deep angled design
- Can be cut down to fit 
  any mounting situation
- grilles sold separately 

- For 61/2” speakers with 
  up to 71/4” grille (#2060)
- Extra deep angled design
- Can be cut down to fit 
  any mounting situation
- grilles sold separately 

16”

71/2”

#3070 SPEAKER POD MAP POCKET
                *fits #2061 speaker grille
#3070 SPEAKER POD MAP POCKET
                *fits #2061 speaker grille

71/4”

#3072 UNIVERSAL SPEAKER POD#3072 UNIVERSAL SPEAKER POD

- designed to accept most 6” speakers 
  with a maximum grille width of 61/2”
  without cutting a hole in your door 
  panel (depending on speaker depth)
- built in pocket 
- can be covered in any material 
  usually without seams, or can be 
  painted (speaker not included)
- grilles sold separately 

- designed to accept most 6” speakers 
  with a maximum grille width of 6 ”
  without cutting a hole in your door 
  panel (depending on speaker depth)
- built in pocket 
- can be covered in any material 
  usually without seams, or can be 
  painted (speaker not included)
- grilles sold separately 
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* # 3073 Also available for 51/4” 
speakers with up to 61/4” grille (#2061)
* # 3073 Also available for 51/4” 
speakers with up to 61/4” grille (#2061)

# 2040 TRUNK/HOOD PROP ARM# 2040 TRUNK/HOOD PROP ARM

- new stylish design 
  for an old problem 
- works on any trunk 
  lid large or small 
- Comes with mounting 
  brackets and spacers 
- Simple to operate
- may be shortened 
- Available in polished(p) 
  or satin(s) finish

- new stylish design 
  for an old problem 
- works on any trunk 
  lid large or small 
- Comes with mounting 
  brackets and spacers 
- Simple to operate
- may be shortened 
- Available in polished(p) 
  or satin(s) finish

#2020 HOOD PULL#2020 HOOD PULL

#2021HOOD/TRUNK PULL#2021HOOD/TRUNK PULL

#2022 TRUNK PULL#2022 TRUNK PULL

- easy installation and removal 
- a second handle can be added either 
  for a trunk release or a double opening 
  hood. 
- hood pulls come with cut to fit 9 foot 
  cable and housing.
- trunk pulls come with 18 foot cable 
  and housing. 
*available in polished(p) or satin(s) finish

- easy installation and removal 
- a second handle can be added either 
  for a trunk release or a double opening 
  hood. 
- hood pulls come with cut to fit 9 foot 
  cable and housing.
- trunk pulls come with 18 foot cable 
  and housing. 
*available in polished(p) or satin(s) finish

- for 61/2” speakers
- Polished(p) or satin(s) ring 
  with stainless mesh  
- Fits 71/4” pod (#3072) 

- for 61/2” speakers
- Polished(p) or satin(s) ring 
  with stainless mesh  
- Fits 71/4” pod (#3072) 71/4”

#2060 SPEAKER GRILLE#2060 SPEAKER GRILLE

* # 2061 Also available for 51/4” 
speakers and 61/4” pod (#3073)
* # 2061 Also available for 51/4” 
speakers and 61/4” pod (#3073)
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Fibreglass Interior Arm RestsFibreglass Interior Arm Rests
Comfortable ergonomic design, built in handle pull. Crafted of hand laid fibreglass, these arm rests will 
add that high end custom look to your ride. Arm rests come as white gel coat (some prep required). 
Sand & paint or cover. All mounting hardware included.
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#3059 #3059 

- sleek and stylish 
- milled aluminum
- works in any rod, 
  custom or truck 
- cool #168 bulb 
  won’t “burn” 
  upholstery 
- includes lens, 
  wiring and 
  mounting 
  hardware
- available in 
  polished(p) or 
  satin(s) finish

- sleek and stylish 
- milled aluminum
- works in any rod, 
  custom or truck 
- cool #168 bulb 
  won’t “burn” 
  upholstery 
- includes lens, 
  wiring and 
  mounting 
  hardware
- available in 
  polished(p) or 
  satin(s) finish

- sleek and stylish 
- milled aluminum
- works in any rod, 
  custom or truck 
- push lense 
  operation
- available in 
  polished (p),  
  satin(s) finish 
  or black plastic(b)

- sleek and stylish 
- milled aluminum
- works in any rod, 
  custom or truck 
- push lense 
  operation
- available in 
  polished (p),  
  satin(s) finish 
  or black plastic(b)

- sleek and stylish 
- milled aluminum
- works in any rod, 
  custom or truck 
- flush mount 
- easy, quick 
  installation 
- 5’ cut to fit quick 
  release shielded 
  cable system
- available in polished(p) 
  or satin(s) finish

- sleek and stylish 
- milled aluminum
- works in any rod, 
  custom or truck 
- flush mount 
- easy, quick 
  installation 
- 5’ cut to fit quick 
  release shielded 
  cable system
- available in polished(p) 
  or satin(s) finish

#2053 DOUBLE DOME LIGHT#2053 DOUBLE DOME LIGHT

SEE WEBSITE FOR MORE DETAILS       WWW.SMART-PARTS.CA

INTERIOR DOOR HANDLE INTERIOR DOOR HANDLE 
#2051 TEAR DROP INTERIOR LIGHT#2051 TEAR DROP INTERIOR LIGHT
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#2052 SINGLE #2052 SINGLE 
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